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Relativity is the leading e-discovery, investigations, and compliance software company with over 100B files under 
management. We’ve developed powerful technology to help rethink the cumbersome and arduous task of e-discovery, 
making it more manageable, efficient, and insightful. With the latest in advanced searching and analytics, machine learning, 
and visualizations all built in, Relativity’s your complete platform for organizing your data, discovering the truth, and acting on it.

Relativity Trace for Compliance and Monitoring
Relativity Trace is a compliance monitoring application built on the Relativity platform. You can now leverage the same 
extensible platform across the compliance and legal function from monitoring to investigations to e-discovery. Leverage 
Relativity Trace to ingest all forms of communication (email, audio, chat) in near real time and flag the highest risk content to 
compliance officers for further review.

Leverage Proven Technology to Make Sense of Unstructured Data

Pull data from any system 
that powers your business 
to run a comprehensive 
review on all of your 
emails, calls, and chat data 
in one application. Use the 
Relativity Rules Engine to 
flag data automatically as 
it’s ingested.

The Relativity Rules Engine 
is a new technology that 
allows a user to define 
what type of information 
gets flagged upon 
ingestion and auto-batched 
out to a reviewer.
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Interested in learning more  
or becoming an early adopter?

Contact Jordan Domash at  
jordan.domash@relativity.com or (312) 379-5856

Audit Trail and Defensibility
Relativity keeps a complete audit history of every user’s action 
within the system. You can see when a document has been 
alerted, viewed, updated, who did it, and when they did it.

One Platform for All Communications 
(email, chat, audio)
Relativity can ingest, alert, and review any type  
of file including emails, chats, and audio files. We  
work with multiple speech-to-text vendors who have 
integrated transcription technology to make your  
audio files searchable.

Integrated Proven Analytics
Relativity Analytics is fully integrated into the compliance 
monitoring process to minimize the volume of alerts to 
review and help surface activity that is relevant to you. 
Relativity Analytics is widely used and has been proven  
to be defensible in courts around the world.

Access to the Relativity Ecosystem of 
Service Providers
Your legal and compliance team will have access  
to the expertise from the Relativity Authorized Partner 
community for diverse, expert services from administrative 
management, to end user support and training, to  
quality assurance.

Shared Investment across Legal  
and Compliance
Relativity is unique in that it can be the core  
platform for your legal team’s investigation and 
e-discovery challenges, while also being the core  
platform for your compliance team’s eComms and 
aComms monitoring challenges. As data move from 
alert to investigation to e-discovery, you can use one 
underlying platform.

Extensible Platform and Network of 
Technology Partners
Relativity is a platform that allows you to design, build, 
and integrate applications to extend its functionality. The 
Relativity App Hub includes integrations and customized 
products that were built by Relativity or our community. It 
allows users to pick and choose the solutions that best 
suit their unique workflows across different stages of 
the e-discovery or compliance process and solve data 
challenges outside e-discovery.

Relativity Trace has 
analytics and machine 
learning embedded 
allowing you to focus  
on only the most  
relevant content.
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